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is required. Submission of application for instructional license in the state of Indiana is recommended.
Student teaching fee: $150. Graded S/U.

480 Seminar in Early Childhood Education (3)

Students will investigate current research and practical issues in the field of early childhood education.
Synthesizing experiences and implementing the information from investigations will be the focus of
the teacher candidates’ learning. Course structure allows for maximum individualization of learning,
permitting them to pursue areas of interest within the field of study.

Toni Barstis, Program Director
168 Science Hall
574-284-4661

481 Seminar in Reading (3)

This course engages teacher candidates in investigations of recent research in the field of reading as well
as policies and legislation that affect reading programs. Professional learning and leadership in reading
will be a focus as candidates develop leadership skills that will enable them to collaborate effectively
with others in promoting equity in access to literacy and in advocating for groups and individuals in
the area of literacy. Course structure will allow for individualization of learning permitting students to
pursue areas of interest within the field of study.

For ambitious students interested in a career in
engineering, Saint Mary’s offers an exceptional
alternative to a typical engineering degree. By
combining the broad liberal arts foundation of the
Saint Mary’s experience with the University of Notre
Dame’s engineering curriculum, students benefit from
the best of both institutions.

485 Practicum in Early Childhood Education (3)

Teacher candidates will have the opportunity to assess young children’s academic readiness, abilities,
and needs in order to plan, implement, and evaluate developmentally appropriate curriculum and
instructional strategies in early childhood settings. Practicum settings provide candidates with oppor
tunities to work with early childhood professionals, parents and various community resources to learn to
teach the young children of our developmentally and culturally varied environment. *Field experience.

486 Practicum in Reading (3)

Teacher candidates will participate in planning and adapting instructional strategies and learning
experiences to challenge and meet the diverse needs of all students. The use of assessment to inform
differentiated instruction will be a focus. Scientifically based reading research including the role of
phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension in reading development will
be considered as well as evidence-based instructional practices that integrate literacy skills with content
areas. *Field experience.

488 Practicum in Intercultural Education (1–6)

This practicum experience will offer teacher candidates the opportunity to integrate knowledge
gained from course work and field experiences as they work with professionals in a practicum setting.
Prerequisite: Admission to the Education Department, application, or permission of instructor.

497 Independent Study (1–3)

Students may carry independent study with an approved instructor. Content is dependent on student
need and interest. Prerequisite: Approval of department chair.

Through a cooperative agreement, Saint Mary’s College and the University of Notre Dame
offer a dual degree program through which a student earns two degrees—a bachelor’s degree
(BA or BS) from Saint Mary’s, and a second bachelor of science degree in engineering
from the University of Notre Dame. The dual degree program offers an ideal education for
the woman interested in interweaving scientific knowledge, human values, and technical
and professional proficiency. The program broadens professional and post-graduate
opportunities by enhancing students’ technical skills with the values and problem solving
skills developed through a women’s liberal arts education.
The dual degree program offers the option and flexibility to combine majors that fit a
student’s individual interests. Some majors complement one another because the disciplines
are similar, such as:
• Chemistry and chemical engineering or environmental engineering.
•	Physics or Mathematics and civil engineering, electrical engineering, or mechanical
engineering.
•	Computing and Applied Mathematics (CAM) and computer science or computer
engineering.
Other majors complement one another because they are different, such as political science
and civil engineering. For the student interested in the humanities or social sciences,
combinations of liberal arts and engineering majors may be possible, although scheduling
difficulties might require summer coursework.
Saint Mary’s students who participate in the engineering program work with the Program
Director to design and manage their academic plan. They take pre-engineering courses at
Saint Mary’s and engineering courses at Notre Dame in addition to the courses required
to satisfy degree requirements at Saint Mary’s College. Notre Dame courses are used as
electives to satisfy Saint Mary’s degree requirements, and Saint Mary’s courses are used
as electives to satisfy Notre Dame’s degree requirements.
This strenuous program will demand the best effort of well-prepared and well-motivated
students. Successful completion will require consultation each semester with the program
advisers and careful scheduling of courses on both campuses. Students in the dual degree
program must maintain a 2.8 or higher overall and technical GPA in order to remain
eligible for the engineering degree. Specifically:
•	Students declaring an intent to participate in the dual degree engineering program at
Notre Dame as a second-semester sophomore must have at least a cumulative GPA of
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2.8 or above (technical and overall) to be “accepted” into this program. If the student
has a GPA of 2.5–2.79, then she will be “conditionally accepted” into this program and
must have a cumulative GPA of 2.8 by the end of fall semester of her junior year. If the
student has a GPA of less than 2.5, then she will be “denied” from this program.

Laura Haigwood, Department Chair
222W Spes Unica Hall
574-284-4480

•	Students in the program must maintain at least a cumulative GPA of 2.8 or above
(technical and overall) to remain in the engineering program. If a student dips below a
technical and overall GPA of 2.8 for one semester, then she is warned at the beginning
of the following semester that she must raise her GPA to remain in the program. If she
remains below a technical and overall GPA of 2.8 for two semesters, then she is removed
from the engineering program; this will enable her to focus on completing her Saint
Mary’s College major/degree.
•	Students in the program must maintain good academic and behavioral standing in
the college. Serious academic violations or excessive student conduct violations and/
or disciplinary probation may jeopardize the student’s admission to the engineering
program at the University of Notre Dame.
Note: Grades in classes taken at other institutions (institutions other than University of
Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s College) are not included in the technical and cumulative
average GPA of the students. These courses, if approved, are listed on the student’s
transcripts and may be used to fulfill requirements.

FACULTY
T. Bonnell, C. Cobb, L. Haigwood,
Sr. E. M. Hooker, R. Lehmann, A. Moe,
S. Noonan, Y. Renfro, A. Short
DEPARTMENT DESCRIPTION
Literature celebrates the diversity of the human imagination and the expressive resources of
language. It delves into the most fundamental human concerns: the relationship between
individuals and their communities, and the complexities of moral choice. By encouraging
critical inquiry and a clear, effective writing style, the study of literature helps foster
independent thought and broadens imaginative capacities. For these reasons, it is the
best preparation for immediate entry into a wide range of jobs and post-B.A professional
certifications, including writing and journalism careers, and admission into M.B.A and
law degree graduate programs. Our majors are also active in teaching at all levels, including
as M.F.A.- and Ph.D.- prepared faculty in college and university literature and creative
writing programs. The English Department offers three degree programs: English Literature,
English Writing, and a Double Major in English Literature and Writing. In addition, two
minor programs are offered in English Literature and English Writing.
TEACHING PREPARATION
The English Department in conjunction with the Education Department offers courses
leading to state licensing for English.
ADVANCED WRITING PROFICIENCY
Advanced Writing Proficiency in the major is demonstrated by successfully completing the
writing required for the Senior Comprehensive (see below).
SENIOR COMPREHENSIVE
English Literature (ENLT): Successful completion of ENLT 495, Senior Literature
Seminar, satisfies the Senior Comprehensive requirement.
English Writing (ENWR): Successful completion of ENWR 495, Senior Writing Project,
satisfies the Senior Comprehensive requirement.
The Double Major in English Literature and Writing (ENLW): Successful completion
of either ENLT 495, Senior Literature Seminar, or ENWR 495, Senior Writing Project,
satisfies the Senior Comprehensive requirement.
ENGLISH LITERATURE PROGRAM OUTCOMES
To Read closely with sensitivity to language and literary genres, and analytically with

understanding of relevant theoretical frameworks and interdisciplinarities.

To Write correctly, observing the conventions of citation, grammar and form; to write

clearly, using logical, evidence-based argument; and to write persuasively, drawing upon a
variety of rhetorical strategies.
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